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Overview

LIRA is a software package for the R statistical computing language

A main focus for Alanna Connors in recent years

Multiscale non-parametric image analysis for use in high energy
astrophysics

Based on Poisson model suitable for images with low counts

Fully Bayesian analysis using Markov chain Monte Carlo

Allows for quantification of uncertainty of fitted image and
evaluation of goodness-of-fit of a proposed 2D model
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Statistical Model

Observations are modeled as independent Poisson(µi )
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Multiscale Component

ΛMS,i = G ΠK
k=1Dklm

Dklm = split proportion at scale k

Smoothing prior on Dkl

along a grid (e.g., Willett & Nowak 2002). Although both of
these strategies might lead to finer detail in the reconstructed
image, we do not pursue them here. Rather, we focus on de-
veloping methods that provide error maps while requiring as
little user intervention as possible.

3. THE EMC2 RESTORATION TECHNIQUE

The statistical model used by the EMC2 procedure is
comprised of several layers: a likelihood function, a prior
distribution, and a hyperprior distribution, each of which is
discussed in detail in the following sections. In addition to

describing the statistical model, we describe the model fitting
technique, summarize the algorithm, and describe the outputs.

3.1. The Likelihood

To model the relative intensity of photon emission across the
image, we begin by overlaying a grid of pixels on the source
image. The photon counts originating from each of these pixels
cannot actually be observed because of instrumental effects
such as the PSF and other data degradation such as the effects
of the exposure map and of instrumental background con-
tamination. In the statistics literature, such unobservable

Fig. 2.—Multiscale image representation. The top layer is the total intensity, and each subsequent layer splits the blocks of its parent layer into four parts. The
total intensities of the cells indicated with arrows are shown on the left.
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Figure: Esch et al. (2004)
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Evaluating the Goodness-of-Fit of a Proposed Model
– 45 –

Fig. 21.— Before LIRA ‘Deconvolution’: Comparing Data with a Null Model. As
before, we show our Sky-Truth in the two left-most panels (1st uncolvolved, 2nd convolved
with PSF); and our data(center). The Null model we have chosen to use in this section is
shown in the two panels at right (1st uncolvolved, 2nd convolved with PSF).

Simple03_Prelim_Gauss2dSig1.5_17x17PSF_PoisDatons128x128testEvsNullModel_fits.Rout

RunOutputs/

Simple03_Prelim_Gauss2d1.5_PoisDatons128x128testE_Strt0.01_viaFits.out

Simple03_Prelim_Gauss2d1.5_PoisDatons128x128testE_Strt0.01_viaFits.param

Simple03_Prelim_Gauss2d1.5_PoisDatons128x128testE_Strt1.00_viaFits.out

Simple03_Prelim_Gauss2d1.5_PoisDatons128x128testE_Strt1.00_viaFits.param

• Check the image samples:
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Given a proposed physical null model:

Simulate multiple datasets under this model

Use LIRA to analyze simulated and observed
data

Compare structure in multiscale “residual”
from analyses of simulated vs observed data

Compare posterior distributions of model
parameters
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Fig. 26.— Averages of Images Corresponding to Upper (Left) and Lower (Right)
5% of chosen Summary Statistic. TOP: Sorted on Summary Statistic combining
all Smoothing Hyper-parameters. BOTTOM: Sorted on Summary Statistic combining to-
tal Multi-scale counts and background pre-factor. Notice that the images are pretty well
constrained.
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Fig. 23.— Scatter plots of plain (un-re-nromed) parameters

8.3. More sophisticated Summary Statistics

8.3.1. Re-norming the parameter files

8.3.2. Combining into summary statistics

Now sort the McMC sample images based on the summary statistics:
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For more information. . .

Software available at: github.com/vkashyap/LIRA
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